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The consideration and the importance of sustainability is no longer to be proven today in the competitive landscape, whatever the business sector (transport, health, agriculture, education), the spatial level (local, regional or global) (Gavrilescu, 2008) the economic level (macro and micro) (Uzunidis, 2009) or the field of activity (HR, logistics, marketing…) (Björn, 2021; Giret, 2019; Kayikci, 2018). Sustainability is conceptualized commonly as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, p.43) and includes three pillars which are the environment, economy and society (Elkington, 1994; Olawumi and Chan, 2018). Sustainability is also closely linked to innovation. In this context, Le Bas (2016) addresses the notion of sustainable innovation (SI) as ‘a mix of social innovation and environmental innovation’ (p.14). According to Tello and Yoon (2009) a sustainable approach refers to ‘the development of new products, processes, services and technologies that contribute to the development and well-being of human needs and institutions while respecting the worlds’ natural resources and regenerative capacity’ (p. 88).

Similar to the term of sustainability, it became common sense that artificial intelligence (AI) is a key to gain a competitive advantage in the future. Yigitcanlar and Cugurullo (2020) define artificial intelligence as “a technology which mimics the behaviors commonly associated with human intelligence” (p.1). Brem, Giones and Werle (2021) consider that “AI is set to become the key enabling technology of the 21st century” (p.1). Thanks to AI, machines can “learn from experience, adjust to new inputs, and perform human-like tasks” (Duan et al., 2019, p. 63). AI technologies offer three main benefits (Nishant et al., 2020) which are 1. task automation, 2. information extraction from large amounts of data (videos, photos, written reports, business
documents, social media posts, or e-mail messages), and 3. the use of computer resources to solve the most complex problems.

Hence, the idea of this call for paper is to combine both topics investigating how AI solutions could offer the possibility of facing the challenges raised by sustainable development.

Research on the relationships between AI and sustainability has mostly emphasized on machine learning (ML) models and algorithms on the environmental pillar of sustainability (Dhar, 2020; Nishant et al., 2020) with a particular focus on climate change (Debref, 2017), transportation and mobility (Albino et al., 2015; Liyanage et al., 2019), sustainable agriculture (Annoși et al., 2020), waste management (Demirci et al., 2020), biodiversity (Bagstad et al., 2016), energy (González Ordiano et al., 2018) or pollution management (Lytras and Visvizi, 2021; Myeong and Shahzad, 2021). However, the literature sheds light on contradictory inputs from AI with both positive impacts by, for instance, reducing the effects of climate crisis or predicting climate change and negative consequences as being a source of pollution. Moreover, only few studies focus on the link between AI and societal or economic aspects of sustainability (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018; Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Courtland, 2018), and the existing results appear equally ambiguous.

Therefore, in a world where AI and sustainability are of prime importance, further research is needed, and researchers are invited to explore and uncover the potential synergies and interactions between AI and sustainability, taking into consideration the triple bottom line and using a multi-scale approach. Emerging questions pertain to the role of firms as transmitters, mediators and/or users of information, governmental programs and policies, intellectual property and open access, demand-side interventions, such as influential consumer collectives, or citizenship and political social awareness. Papers could treat sectors such as (but not limited to) agriculture, education and training, space, finance, biochemistry, energy or health. We are convinced that this special issue is an excellent place to bring these lines of research together.

Papers proposed could include following topics (not limited to):

- Compatibility and interactions between AI and sustainability. Are AI and sustainability compatible? What are the links between AI and sustainability (roles and impacts)? Can AI be sustainable? What are the limits of AI in a sustainable environment? What are the most appropriate theoretical frameworks to address AI-sustainability issues?
- Role, functions, and interactions between AI actors in relation to sustainable development: Who are the AI actors? How are they organized? To what extent does the current AI ecosystem support sustainability? What are AI actors’ main challenges? How do they apprehend sustainability?
- Exploration of the artificial intelligence-sustainability relationship from a multi-scale perspective: What are the acceptance factors of AI in a sustainable environment? What are the economic and social implications for customers, citizens, companies, governments, or international institutions? What are the implications specifically for small-and medium sized companies and startups? What are the regulatory implications? What are the main challenges for the future?
- Responsible research and innovation in the context of AI and sustainability: How can AI transform and foster sustainable research and innovation? How can AI promote a sustainable innovation?


**Timetable for submission and acceptance of papers:**

- **November 30th, 2022:** Deadline for complete manuscripts through online paper submission: https://jiem.manuscriptmanager.net
- Guideline for authors: http://innovations.cairn.info/en/instructions-for-authors/
- **November 30th, 2023:** Final notification for acceptance

Submit questions to: Aude RYCHALSKI, aude.rychalski@essca.fr, Mathilde AUBRY, maubry@em-normandie.fr, Giorgia RIVIECCIO, giorgia.rivieccio@uniparthenope.it, Alexander BREM, alexander.brem@eni.uni-stuttgart.de